GROWN IN KENYA
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Overview
Florencia Blooms is a Kenyan-based summer ﬂowers farm located at the Rift Valley in Kenya.
We ensure European ﬂower wholesalers and Retailers have a consistent supply of fresh summer ﬂowers by sustainably growing a wide
range of unique summer ﬂowers all year round.
Founded in 2018, our farm is Equatorially located at an altitude of 1950m above mean sea level, which gives us an edge with an all
year-round productive weather favorable for summer ﬂower production. Our vision is to be the producer of unique high-quality
summer Flowers in the East and Central Africa Region.
We are inspired by excellence and have made investments in sustainable green energy, research and innovation with a fully
operational farm research department that ensures a rigorous and strict process of ﬂower evaluation and selection. This, alongside our
partnership with the leading Global Breeders ensures we often introduce new vibrant and colorful summer ﬂower varieties.
Our workforce is 70% Female, fulﬁlling our commitment to the Vision 2030 Sustainable Development Goals, of ensuring Gender
Equality and Decent Work & Economic Growth whilst ensuring there is responsible consumption and production in the farm for eco
friendly and sustainable wholesome growth .

Our Summer Flower Varieties

01 | Echinacea : Red, Orange and Green Varieties.
02 | Anigozanthos (Kangaroo Paw): Red, Gold Fever and Orange Varieties.
03 | Carthamus: Orange Grenade Variety
04 | Ammi: Ammi Visnaga and Green Mist.
05 | Limoniums : Sinensis and Hybrid Varieties i.e Skylight, Shooting Star and
Kansas Blue, Sinensis series- Ever Rose(Red) ,Ever Snow-White and Cool Diamond
-White.
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Echinacea
01 Stem Lengths (cm) : 60 | 70
We are the only Producer in Kenya
We currently grow 3 color varieties in Red, Orange and Green
Echinacea is a genus of ﬂowering plants in the daisy family.
Known for its large, showy heads of composite ﬂowers,
Echinacea is a popular herbs used commonly as an ingredient
in cold remedies.
Order our quality Echinacea varieties today!
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Anigozanthos (Kangaroo Paw)
02 Stem Lengths (cm) : 60 | 70 | 80 | 90
The current Leading Producer at the Auction Market
We grow 3 color varieties in Red, Orange and Gold Fever
Known for its unique fussy, tubular whose clustrure
resemble kangaroo paws.
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Limoniums Sinensis
Ever Rose(Red) ,Ever Snow(White) and Cool Diamond (White)

03

Stem Lengths (cm) : 60 | 70 | 80
Weight: 30 - 37 g

We currently grow 3 color varieties in Ever Rose
(Red), Ever Snow (White) and Cool Diamond (White)
They are high-quality and strong stems, bright ﬂower
colors, suitable for bouquets and solid bunches.
The long-lasting snow-white and yellow Limonium is
perfect for tinting
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Limoniums Hybrid Varieties
Skylight, Shooting Star and Kansas Blue,

04

Stem Lengths (cm) : 60 | 70 | 80 | 90

Limoniums are an auction market favourite!
We currently grow 3 color varieties in Skylight,
Shooting Star and Kansas Blue.
They are high-quality and strong stems, bright ﬂower
colors, suitable for bouquets and solid bunches.
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Carthamus Tinctorius:
Orange Grenade Variety

05

Stem Lengths (cm) : 60 | 70 | 80

We currently grow 1 color variety Orange
Carthamus, also known as Safﬂower, is a ﬂower with little spikes,
that gives a savage and fun look to arrangements.
They are also associated with good luck/joy and was used to ﬁnd
new love or marriage when given as a gift.
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Ammi: Ammi Visnaga and Green Mist.
06 Stem Lengths (cm) : 60 | 70 | 80
We currently grow 2 color varieties in White and Green.

Ami ﬂowers are said to symbolise sanctuary and warmth.
It adds softness, great texture and fullness to garden-style
arrangements and bridal banquets.
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Farm to Market Cool Chain Process
Harvesting & Quality Assurance

0
1
Planting & Farm
We partner with the leading Global Plant
Breeders to sustainably grow our plants
together with experienced personnel that
ensure competitive quality standards are met.

Our ﬂowers are harvested with utmost precision
ensuring the right cut stage is achieved, sorted by
length and ripeness and bunched as per variety
requirements. They are put in pre-treatment
solution and precooled.

0
2

0
3
Shipping & Export
The ﬂowers are then carefully packed in zim
boxes and transported in refrigerated trucks to
the airport for uplift to the Netherlands while
ensuring the cool chain process is maintained.

CSR, Environmental & Social Sustainability
We acknowledge our commitment to our People & planet through
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) as an integral part of our corporate
culture.
To highlight our commitment for a positive impact in the society and the
lives of our people, we partner and annually support:
●
●
●

AGC Baby Center, Nakuru
Missionaries under the Africa Gospel Church (AGC) in Kenya &
Burundi
Local Community Road Maintenance
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Kenya Flower Council Flowers and Ornamental Sustainability Standard (F.O.S.S) popularly known KFC Silver is
one of the only two standards in the world that meet both social and environmental scope of sustainability.

Contact Us

Florencia Blooms LTD

CONTACT PERSONS:

P.O BOX 36-00517
Nairobi-Kenya

Mr. Gilbert Towett
Position: Managing Director
Phone: +254 720 912 128
E-Mail: gilbert@ﬂorenciablooms.com

info@ﬂorenciablooms.com
www.ﬂorenciablooms.com

Timothy Murega
Position: General Manager
Phone: +254 721 537 698
E-Mail: gm@ﬂorenciablooms.com

